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Principal’s Report
A warm welcome is extended to all new and existing students and families at Manjimup Senior High
School. We have had a tremendous start to the year with students settling positively into new classes and
focused on learning.
We encourage parents to continue to take an active interest in their child’s education as they move
through their teenage years. It is a balancing act to encourage independence and responsibility while at
the same time keeping an eye on your young person’s progress. Please contact Teachers, Year
Coordinators or Student Services personnel in the school if any concerns arise or more information is
required about student progress or courses. Parents will receive an Interim Report early in Week 9. An
Open Afternoon is scheduled for Wednesday 1st April from 3.30pm and Parent –Teacher meetings are
being held early in Term Two on Wednesday 6th May from 3.30pm.
Students have been issued with a diary and the expectation is they will take them to all classes. Students
who use diaries will be more organised, noting when work is due, when tests are scheduled and when
school events are on. It is helpful if parents encourage their child's active use of their diary. Parents are
also invited to use the diary to communicate with teachers.
New Staff
I am pleased to welcome:
Mrs Buzzard – Manager of Student Services
Mr Hart – Design and Technology
Mr Macmillan – Science
Mrs Potts – English
Mrs Shields – Big Picture Academy
2019 Year 12 Results
Once again, the last year’s Year 12 cohort produced solid results with some very strong performances by
ATAR and VET students.
Below is a snapshot of the results:
89 students (95%) graduated and were awarded the Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)
99% of students attained an ATAR above 55 or a Certificate II qualification
79.60 was the median ATAR of the students who applied for a university place
10 students gained School Curriculum and Standards Authority Awards
17 students passed the Edith Cowan University Preparation Course providing them with the opportunity
of university entrance
99 students achieved a Certificate II qualification - 99% certificate completion rate
100% English completion rate
Year Coordinators
Year Coordinators monitor the progress of the students in their year groups and also focus on developing
leadership skills. Please contact them if you wish to discuss any aspect of your child's education.
Year 7 - Ms Rogers 97713423
Year 8 – Mr Dalton 97713419
Year 9 – Ms Kelleher 97713428

Year 10 – Mrs Hill 97713429
Year 11/12 VET Pathway Coordinator Ms Gibbs 97713415
Year 11/12 ATAR Pathway Coordinator Mrs Wrack 97713419
Student Executive
Congratulations to the following students who have been elected by their peers to the Student Executive
for 2020:
Year 12 – Bridie Bowden, Sarah-Rose Chilvers, Rowan Edwards, Indio Giles, Jasmine Gill, Enya
MacDonald, Ellie Sing, Bella Trease
Year 11 – Harper Horn, Brendan Walsh, Lilli Edwards, Jon-Roy Forsman
Year 10 –Phoebe Kordic, Imogen Johnson, Ava Pianta, Sebastian Hill
Year 9 – Ashlee Chapman, Zoshua Glover, Brielle Krispyn
Head Students
Congratulations to the 2020 Head Students, Jasmine Gill and Rowan Edwards. Deputy Head students
are Indio Giles and Bella Trease. These students demonstrate well developed leadership skills and
presented excellent speeches to gain the head student positions.
School Board
The School Board will hold its first meeting for 2020 on Tuesday 3rd March. Current Board members are
Paul Omodei (Board Chair), Lynn Daubney, Brian Hickman, Sharon Austin (Deputy Chair), Ruth Seymour,
Graeme Liddelow, Ian Guthridge, Jessica Kelleher, Vicki Hansen and Kerry Mather. New to the Board this
year are staff member - Natasha Gibbs and parents, Kim Crotty and Donnette Edwards. We are currently
holding elections for student representatives. The second Board meeting will be open to members of the
school community and is scheduled for Tuesday 7th April. The 2019 Annual Report will be
discussed at this meeting. If you wish to attend please ring Karen Royer at reception on 97713400.
I challenge every student to make 2020 a successful year. Success will occur when students attend every
school day and focus in class to perform their best in every activity and assessment. Students should only
be satisfied when they perform at their personal best. Always remember to AIM HIGH.
Ms Kerry Mather
Principal

P & C Association
The P&C Annual General meeting will be held on Thursday 26th March at 6.30pm in the High School
Staff Room. New and existing parents to Manjimup SHS are encouraged to attend and will be warmly
welcomed. It’s a great way to meet new people and find out what is happening at school.
Mrs Sharon Austin
President

School Ball
The School Ball will be held on Saturday 4th April. This formal event is for Year 11 and 12 students who
are in Good Standing. This means students must have maintained: good behaviour; sound performance in
class; complied with the school uniform policy; attended greater than 90% of the time and not have any
unexplained absences. Students who wish to bring a partner who is not a Year 11 or 12 student at
Manjimup Senior High School are required to submit a request form to Vice Principal, Mr Miolin for
approval. Ball Permission forms will be available to senior school students from the Front Office later this
term.
When:
Theme:
6.30pm
7.30pm - 10.30pm

4th April
Hollywood
Mocktails with parents and photo opportunity
Ball

Tickets will be on sale shortly...

Introducing . . .
We would like to introduce our new staff for 2020. Here are their responses to the questions we asked;
Sandra Buzzard, Manager Student Services
What town and school or university have you come from?
I have come from Port Hedland. We were there for nearly 9 years.
Where’s your favorite place in the world? (Why?)
Cambodia. My husband and I support a tiny school, Koukbeng Community
School, where English and Computer are taught free of charge to students from
impoverished communities.
What’s your secret talent that no one knows about?
I love sewing!
If you could change something in the world, what would it be?
An end to bullying. It is such a damaging behaviour causing serious harm to others. Be kind!!
One piece of advice you would give students.
“I want to hear it from you before I hear it from someone else”. If something has gone wrong, come and
talk to me and we can sort it out. I love working with students to find solutions.
Victoria Shields, Education Assistant Big Picture
What town and school or university have you come from?
I moved to Manjimup from Ravensthorpe were I was the coordinator of the
local day-care centre.
Where’s your favorite place in the world? (Why?)
My favourite place would have to be Shark Bay/Exmouth. I do however really
want to visit USA. I would love to go and watch a supercross round and also
visit the twin towers memorial site in New York.
What’s your secret talent that no one knows about?
My secret talent is hula hooping and trying to rollerskate.
If you could change something in the world, what would it be?
If I could change one thing it would be how people think its ok to openly judge and criticise people on the
internet.
One piece of advice you would give students.
Advice to the students would be, never judge a book by its cover, we all have our imperfections that's
what makes us unique and great. Also shoot for the moon because if you miss you will end up in the stars.
(which by the way is more fun than the moon)
Paul Macmillan, Science Teacher
What town and school or university have you come from?
Perth @ Notre Dame University.
Where’s your favorite place in the world? (Why?)
Niseko, Japan (lots of snow)
What’s your secret talent that no one knows about?
Pretty good cook.
If you could change something in the world, what would it be?
Real-time universal translator so everyone can understand each other.
One piece of advice you would give students.
Don't be afraid to be yourself.

Brody Hart, Photography Teacher
What town have you come from?
Perth.
If you could change something in the world, what would it be?
Petrol prices.
One piece of advice you would give students.
You only get back what you put in.

End of an Era
After nearly 36 years, Mr Ron Waugh our current Farm Technical Officer has retired.
Mr Waugh attended Manjimup SHS as a student and went on to hold positions of Cleaner/Caretaker,
Cleaner in Charge, Bus Warden and the Farm Technical Officer managing the school farm.
Mr Waugh has witnessed numerous
changes and has made a significant
contribution to the school during his
tenure. Many students have gone onto
careers in Agriculture because of the
support and expertise Mr Waugh has
provided.
At a special morning tea on Thursday
27th February, Mr Waugh’s years of
service and dedication to Manjimup
SHS were acknowledged. We wish him
a long, happy and healthy retirement.
Ms Kerry Mather
Principal

Humanities and Social Science
Year 7 Update
Four weeks in and it would appear our Year 7’s have settled nicely into the routine of high school. Whilst
electives will always be popular, it is great to see and hear that Maths, English, HASS and Science are
also getting a positive wrap if the comments below are anything to go by!
“I’ve enjoyed all of the classes, structured so that you go to a different room every period instead of
staying in the same class most of the time. I have especially enjoyed wood- and metalwork”. Kalika
Christie
“In my start to 2020 I’ve enjoyed Art and English, and I have learnt new things in Maths and Sport and I’m
also surprised to have lots of new friends”. Joaquine Collin
“I have enjoyed changing classes and getting new teachers every period. I’ve enjoyed design because I

got to make a 3D version of my farm on AutoCAD, and I’ve also printed a sticker of my name. I’ve enjoyed
Science because we’re learning about Bunsen burners and today (18/02) I got my Bunsen burner license”.
Jasmine Buckley
“We have learned all about safety and Bunsen burners in Science with Ms Kidner and in English we are
researching our greatest wonders and turning them into a PowerPoint. In Maths was are learning BIMDAS
and in HASS we are have started with Economics & Business”. Amelie Keogh
“My favourite subjects ae sport, electives and music. I’ve learned new ways to work out things in Maths
and how to build a strong structure in Art”. Delyth Phillips-Johns
Year 9 Economics
The performance of the Australia Securities Exchange as a result of Coronavirus has been heavily
publicised in the media, and our Year 9 HASS students are currently exploring the practical application of
their learning about risk and reward in their own mock Economics activity.
Over the past few weeks, we have been exploring the concept of risk and reward in regard to finance and
investments. Students have explored the advantages and disadvantages of saving money or investing in
shares, property, managed funds and superannuation to generate additional short- and long-term income.
Students have been working hard to earn points during class for positive behaviours, so that they can
either take a low-risk option and save their points for the future, take the high-risk option and ‘invest’ their
points, or blow their dough and spend their hard earned points on a range of prizes! Students make a
judgement on the prices they’re willing to pay despite the risk that their purchase or ‘investment’ has the
potential to decrease in value over time if the demand for their investment declines.
It will be interesting to see over the coming weeks whether students seek to build their fortune by
investing, or continue to play it safe and save their points to play the long game!
Miss Kellie Rogers
Humanities & Social Science Teacher
Year 7 Coordinator

Mathematics
On the 20th of March 2020, 12 of our Year 7/8 students and 6 of our Year 9/10 students will be heading to
Bunbury to compete in this years Have Sum Fun Competition. Best of luck to these students for their
mathematical
adventure!
Year 7/8:
Cameron Smith
David Nelson-Palmer
Owen Clarke
Chris Perry
Lachlan Phillips
James Porter
Ryan Porter
Laurie Dalton
Yuki Freeman
Jade Treasure
Asha Peskett
Amelie Keogh
Miss Jessica Hooper
Maths Teacher

Year 9/10:
Sebastian Hill
Crystal Dent
Sienne du Toit
Louise Baker
Chloe Lewkowski
Taya Moloney
Mr Rajiv Pragash
Maths Teacher

Science
Science Staff Visit Greenbushes Talison Lithium Mine
In the last week of 2019, Manjimup SHS Science
staff had an opportunity to visit the Greenbushes
Talison Lithium Mine. With a view to gaining a
greater insight into mining practices, the visit also
led to discussion into ways that our students
could benefit from a partnership with Talison.
I have to say, it was very nice starting the day
being hosted to a very enjoyable morning tea
whilst Craig Dawson (General Manager of
Operations) and Bruce Vernon (Manager of
Safety) gave an overview of the company. With
Mr Kammann in the driver’s seat, we were then
escorted to view both old and new open pits.
Here, Mining Manager Matt Rowett discussed the transition from mining tin to lithium. Mr Rowett
described operations within the pit, the viability of the tailings retreatment programme and the steps
involved in extracting lithium concentrate from pegmatite (lithium ore). It is clear that Talison Pty Ltd is
heading into an exciting period given the expansion and many projects earmarked for the future.
Moving upstream, we donned full protective gear to tour the heart of the plant where the lithium
concentrate is extracted. It is here that you gain a full appreciation of how flotation and magnetism work
together to provide the concentrates that will eventually be shipped to China.
After being treated to a fine lunch, we headed across to the laboratories where Robin Kraut, laboratory
Coordinator, discussed the range of analytical techniques and equipment used on a daily basis. Our walk
through the lab was not without bumping into the odd x-student.
Last but not least, Tom Mitchell (Environmental and Community Superintendent) took us to Schwenke’s
Dam. Here, Tom provided background on how management plans in the areas of rehabilitation and water
quality have contributed to helping Talison meet their responsibility to the environment.
Science staff are eager to share their experiences with students, welcoming the opportunity to show how
the concepts covered within the classroom apply to explaining the world around us. We thank the many
staff that gave up their valuable time, in particular, Debbie Walsh (Community Relations Coordinator),
Chantelle McKay (Community Relations Officer) and Bruce Vernon for chaperoning us.
Unexpectedly, in the short time since finishing school, Talison have very generously offered to
sponsor five of our students to attend the Chamber of Minerals and Energy ‘Inspiring Girls Careers
Forum’ in Perth. We look forward to working with Talison in the future and am sure that our
students will benefit greatly from the ‘Inspiring Girls Forum’
Mr Craig Walsh
Head of Science Learning Area

Year 11 Chemists Enter the Atomic World
Year 11 Chemistry students have hit the ground running in the first few weeks. In only a short time, we
have focused on understanding of how models of the atom have changed over centuries, and studied
atomic absorption spectrometry. Admittedly, there has been the occasional bad chemistry joke, but this is
only because all the good ones argon! Most of us have some idea about atoms, and it’s said that ‘you
shouldn’t trust them because they make up everything’. Incredibly, a couple of hundred years ago, John
Dalton described atoms as being like billiard balls, a far cry from the world of quantum mechanics used
today. Year 11’s have been investigating questions such as, ‘how did the New Zealander Earnest
Rutherford use gold foil to recognise that an atom has a positively charged nucleus?’, and ‘what
experiments led Thomson to discover electrons?’ Beyond the theory, students have also explored the
practical applications. For example, we recently purchased equipment to replicate the same experiment
that Thomson performed in discovering electrons. The photographs below show not what electrons look
like (we can’t see them), but rather, what happens when a stream of electrons collide with air molecules.
Many of the collisions between the electrons and air end up releasing green light. Just as interesting, we
can also show that electrons are negatively charged by bending the green stream towards a positive plate
(opposites attract). Thomson won a Nobel Prize for discovering the electron and ironically he also liked to
offer a tongue in cheek toast at dinner time: ‘The electron, may it never be of any use to anyone!’ Well
done to the Chemistry crew for making such a positive start to the year.
Mr Craig Walsh
Year 11 Chemistry Teacher

A stream of electrons collides with air, emitting green light

The path of the negative electrons bends downwards towards a
positive charge (opposites attract)

Year 11 and 12 ATAR Students – UWA Direct Entry to Health Sciences Workshops
In week 10 of this term we will be hosting the annual ‘Rural Health Sciences Workshop’. Year 11 and 12
students who are interested in studying medicine, dentistry, podiatric science or pharmacy at the tertiary
level should attend.
Date: Wednesday 8th April
Time: 2.10 – 3.15 (25th Period)
Location: Lab 2
Please collect a registration form from your Science teacher, complete and return it to Mr Walsh as soon
as possible.
Mr Craig Walsh
Head of Science Learning Area

Design and Technology
Certificate II in Furnishings
The Year 11 and 12 students are busy being inducted into hand / power tools and static machinery in
preparation for their major project.
Mr Peter Simpson
Head of Design and Technology Learning Area

Thomas Clynch on the Radial
Arm Saw

Nicolas Reggio routes one of
his rails

Sean Watkins used the Dowelling
Machine in preparation to join his
material
Brodie Coulter tails out some
timber for Nicholas Gleeson

Nicholas Gleeson uses the
Thicknesser

Charlie Waideman using the
Bandsaw to prepare materials
for School Sports WA
Rabia Choolun stands in front of her
dry assembled chest construction

Connect Communication
We are rolling out Connect across the school this year. All students, parents and teachers have access to
this common system, however all teachers may use it slightly differently.
If you haven’t received your login, you can contact the front office for assistance. At our Open Afternoon
on 1st April, we will be running a Technical Help Lab, if you need further assistance or would like to explore
the features further.
Ms Alycia Bermingham
Head of Learning Area Humanities and Social Science

Transition to High School
Managing Stress
A new school year can mean new friends, a new environment, different and
exciting opportunities- but most of all it means that they are growing up.
Unfortunately for some students transitioning into high school (or attending a new
school) this excitement can often be overshadowed by anxiety and stress. These
feelings can be triggered by the sheer size of the high school campus, the
increased student numbers and the differing expectations and personalities of
their multiple teachers. Moving from class to class and teacher to teacher can be
stressful and a far cry from the security and predictability of their primary schooling. Similarly, for many,
the additional students can mean the potential loss of their social status and standing within a larger group
of peers. This loss can make students feel unsure about their place in the school and within their cohort.
Add to this the hormonal changes that accompany puberty and the physical, emotional and cognitive
growth, the demands on young people can be overwhelming.
Fortunately, parents and their children can take some steps to make the transition easier.
Get to know your physical environment and be open to new friendships. These years are
significant in the transition from relying on parents to learning to trust and rely on peers. Socialisation and
becoming part of a stable social group can make the transition smoother while helping to ease stress.
Confidence in social interactions with all age groups contributes to positive self-image and successful
school transitions.
Join new groups and embrace new experiences. MSHS has Bushranger cadets on Thursday
afternoons, Year 7 lunchtime competitions, Windy Harbour beach cleanup and other activities that are
inclusive, social and can provide students with a purpose and sense of belonging.
Get to know those that can help. We have wonderful staff who support all students throughout
their high school careers. Each year group has a year coordinator whose job is to settle students into
school life and provide ongoing pastoral care. Our Student Services team provide students and their
parents access to help and reassurance at MSHS.
With the right kind of planning and support, the transition to high school can be a life-changing and
empowering one that can set your child on the path toward an amazing future.
Mrs Nikki Hill
Year 10 Coordinator

Uniform Donations
We would greatly appreciate donations of MSHS uniforms that are no longer needed. These can be
dropped off at the front office between 8am – 4pm

Upcoming Dates
3rd March
3rd - 6th March
9th - 13th March
16th March
18th March
20th March
23rd - 27th March
25th March
26th March
30th March
31st March
1st April

School Board Meeting
OLNA
Year 12 Work Place Learning
Year 11 Geography Excursion
Year 12 Visual Arts Excursion
Harmony Day
Year 7 - 10 Have Sum Fun
Year 11 Work Place Learning
Year 9 Hawaiian Ride for Youth
P & C Meeting
Year 12 Geography Excursion
Year 11/12 Outdoor Ed Excursion
Open Day

Community Nurse
Head Lice and Nits
It’s very common for children to get head lice, especially once they go to child care, preschool and school.
You can usually treat head lice at home. Head lice are often called nits.
Head lice are tiny, wingless insects that live in human hair and feed on the blood circulating in the scalp.
Nits are the eggs of adult head lice. Once lice lay nits, the nits take about a week to hatch.
Head lice spread when people are in close contact – for example, when heads are close together, when
you wear an affected person’s hat or scarf, or when you use an affected person’s comb or hair brush.
It’s common for children to get head lice because their heads are often close together as they play or do
their schoolwork. Some children get head lice several times a year.
If your child gets head lice, it’s nothing to be embarrassed about. It doesn’t mean your child and home are
dirty. Head lice don’t carry any diseases.
Symptoms of head lice or nits
If your child has head lice, the first thing you might notice is your child itching and scratching, especially
around the back of his neck and behind his ears. But many children have no symptoms.
When you look closely at your child’s hair, you might see small oval-shaped eggs attached to the root of
the hair, near the scalp. These are the nits.
There are two different kinds of nits:
White nits: these have already hatched.
Brown-black nits: these contain live eggs that will hatch into lice after about a week.
If you see only white nits, you can’t be sure that your child still has an active head lice infection. This is
because white nits are evidence of an old infection.
You also need to look for live head lice as well as nits. If your child still has live lice, they’re still laying nits.
And you won’t stop the nits and lice cycle until you get rid of the live lice.
Live head lice move fast. To spot live lice, you might have to part your child’s hair very quickly or use the
wet-combing treatment described below.
If you think your child might have head lice, you should check for head lice in every member of your
household.
You should see your doctor if:

your child is itching and scratching a lot and it interrupts her sleep




sores develop on your child’s scalp
your child has been treated three or more times in a year.

Head lice treatment
You should treat all affected family members at the same time. There are two ways to treat head lice –
anti-lice hair products and wet-combing.
Anti-lice lotions, liquids and creams
You can get anti-lice products from your pharmacy without a prescription. Lotions, liquids and creams are
more effective than shampoos.
These products can be unpleasant for your child because of their strong smell and because they
sometimes irritate the skin on the scalp. It’s important to follow the instructions carefully.
Head lice are becoming resistant to the chemicals in these products, so it’s important to check that the lice
are dead once you’ve used the treatment. If they aren’t dead, try using a product with a different active
ingredient. The different active ingredients in these products include permethrin, maldison or pyrethrin.
Ask your pharmacist if you’re not sure which product to try.
You’ll need to treat your child again about one week after the first lice treatment, to kill any eggs that have
hatched and become mature lice since the first treatment.
Wet-combing treatment
This head lice treatment involves combing wet hair with a special fine-toothed, metal lice comb and hair
conditioner. You can buy these combs from your pharmacy, and any type of conditioner will do.
Here’s what to do:
Apply lots of conditioner to your child’s wet hair. Rub it into the scalp and along the hair shafts.
Leave the conditioner on for at least 15 minutes. You might want to put a shower cap over your child’s
head while you’re waiting. The conditioner suffocates the lice, and they release their claws from the hair
shaft or scalp.
Use the special lice comb to remove the conditioner from your child’s hair. Insert the comb until it gently
touches the scalp and then brush down firmly. Clean the comb between strokes using a tissue or tap
water. You’ll often be able to see how many lice you’ve combed out of your child’s hair.
Comb your child’s entire head thoroughly at least twice.
Repeated wet-combing is a very good head lice treatment. Comb every 2-3 days for two weeks, until a full
combing doesn’t show any eggs or lice on the entire scalp.
Wet-combing takes time, often more than 30 minutes. You can distract your child by discussing the day’s
events, or letting your child read a book, play games on a mobile device, or watch the TV or a movie while
you comb.
If your child has head lice, he doesn’t need to have a drastic haircut – this won’t treat or prevent lice.
Treatment for repeated cases of head lice
It can be very hard to get rid of head lice. Treatment doesn’t always work, especially the first time you do
it.
Some children get head lice several times each year. This can be very upsetting for your child and for you.
If your child has been treated for head lice more than three times in a year, you might like to talk to your
GP about other treatments for head lice.
Children who keep getting head lice can be prescribed a medication called ivermectin, which is very good
at killing lice.
Prevention of head lice
Lice can easily spread between children in the same class and also throughout your family.

If your child has head lice or
nits, check your whole
family. You should treat
other family members if they
complain of an itchy scalp
and you find lice or nits. If
they share a bed with the
affected child, they should
be treated regardless of
symptoms.
Don’t let children share
brushes or hats with each
other.
Your child is unlikely to get
head lice from things like
furniture, pillows and carpet.
But if someone in your family has head lice, you could consider washing any clothes or bedding the
person has used in the last 48 hours. Use a hot wash cycle and dry things in a hot dryer. You could also
vacuum carpets and furniture.
Let your child’s child care, preschool or school know that your child has lice. Keep your child at home until
the day after appropriate treatment has commenced.

Community Notices
TUNING IN TO TEENS Parenting Workshop
Tuning in to Teens, is used as an intervention to prevent adolescent mental health problems. Parenting
and parent-adolescent relationships have an important influence on adolescent wellbeing, and problems in
either are closely associated with poorer emotional functioning in the young person. Tuning in to Teens
aims to teach parents how to assist their adolescent in understanding and managing their emotions while
also helping parents with their own emotional reactions to their teen. The program also aims to improve
communication between parent and adolescent, especially around times of conflict.
The program provides parents with a greater understanding of their teen’s emotional experiences while
teaching specific skills that can assist in being supportive, empathic and staying connected with the young
person. It further aims to improve parent’s emotional awareness, regulation and communication style and
provide them with an opportunity to reflect on their own emotion socialisation experience.
The timing of the program is intended to provide parents with necessary skills for responding optimally to
the young person during times of conflict. Enhancing these skills with parents at a time just before the
peak period of parent-adolescent conflict (around Years 7- 9), and before many adolescent mental health
problems begin. It is expected that when parents use emotion coaching skills it will assist the young
person in managing emotions, reduce family conflict, and minimise the onset of mental health problems in
the adolescent.
The workshop was designed after the success of the original workshop – Tuning in to Kids for parents of
the younger age group.
Both programs generated from the Melbourne University after decades of research, are evidence based
and used Australia wide.
Lisa Burgess
Youth Services Coordinator
Blackwood Youth Action
bya@westnet.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/BridgetownYouthAdvocacyGroup/

TUNING IN TO TEENS Parenting Workshop
A FREE 5 SESSION PARENTING PROGRAM FOR PARENTS OF
CHILDREN AGED 11 -16
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN HOW TO:
•
•
•
•
•

Communicate with your teen more effectively?
Learn how to Emotion Coach your teen through those difficult emotions?
Help to prevent behaviour problems in your teen?
Help your teen develop coping skills, resilience and emotional intelligence?
Guide your teen around problem solving and managing conflict.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (EQ) MAY BE A BETTER PREDICTOR OF ‘SUCCESS’ THAN IQ!
Where:

Blackwood Youth Action - 33 Steere Street, BRIDGETOWN

When:

9th March, 2020 and every Monday following, for 5 weeks. Refresher class early May.

Time:

6.00pm – 8.00pm

Cost:

FREE

Register:

call Lisa on 0400939266

Email:

bya@westnet.com.au

Community Notices
Leave a little sparkle wherever
you go….

Auskick (PP – yr 3), Year 4/5s,
Year 6/7s & Year 8/9s

Catholic Families
St Joseph's Parish is offering the
Sacramental program for Baptism,
Reconciliation, First Communion and
Confirmation. A Sacramental meeting will
be held at the Parish Centre (opp the
Church) on Saturday 14th March at
5.30pm, followed by a Commitment Mass
at 6pm. All families are welcome. If you
are unable to attend please contact Fr
Edwin or Tracy at the Parish office phone 9771 2873 on Mon, Tues, Thurs and Fri
9am-1pm.

Community Notices

Manjimup Tennis Club Survey
Attention all players / non-players / members / nonmembers / general public and the wider Manjimup
Shire Community…

As you may be aware, the Manjimup Tennis
Club are looking to develop new Tennis
Facilities in Manjimup – courts and club
house. In order to support the development
of
these
facilities
we
are
currently undertaking a whole review of our
club and the services we can offer in the
future.
We would be grateful if you could take 10
minutes to complete the following survey
about our club and how we can support the
growth of tennis for our region.
Thank you
https://surveyhero.com/c/5ceb33a2

